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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Transferring from a CUNY or non-CUNY community college with an Associate of Arts (A.A.) or Associate of Science (A.S) degree. | - All Required Core & Flexible Core are complete  
- 6 credits (2 courses) in the **College Option** are still required: a 300 level Justice course chosen from *Struggles for Justice & Equality in the U.S.* OR *Justice in Global Perspectives* and a *Learning from the Past* course OR a *Communications* course. |
| Transferring from a CUNY or non-CUNY community college with an Associate in Applied Science (A.A.S) degree. | - John Jay’s Office of Testing & Evaluation will determine which of your courses meet the **Required Core** & **Flexible Core** requirements. You will need to complete all parts of those areas not satisfied.  
- 6 credits (2 courses) in the **College Option** are still required: a 300 level Justice course chosen from *Struggles for Justice & Equality in the U.S.* OR *Justice in Global Perspectives* and a *Learning from the Past* course OR a *Communications* course. |
| Transferring from a CUNY or non-CUNY community college student with credits but no degree. | - John Jay’s Office of Testing & Evaluation will determine which of your courses meet the **Required Core** & **Flexible Core** requirements. You will need to complete all parts of those areas not satisfied.  
- **31 or more transfer credits**: 9 **College Option** credits that include a *Learning from the Past* course, a *Communications* course, & a 300 level Justice course from *Struggles for Justice & Equality in the U.S.* OR *Justice in Global Perspective*.  
- **30 or less transfer credits**: All 12 credits of the **College Option** are required. |
| Transferring from a CUNY or non-CUNY four year college Bachelor’s degree program with credits but no degree. | - John Jay’s Office of Testing & Evaluation will determine which **Required Core**, **Flexible Core** & **College Option** requirements you have met.  
**College Option**:  
*CUNY Credits*: 12 College Option Credits are required. College Option credits completed at another CUNY college will be honored and applied towards JJAY’s College Option Requirements.  
*Non-CUNY Credits*: 12 College Option credits are required but some transfer credits may be applied here. |
| Transferring from a CUNY or non-CUNY with a Bachelor’s degree for a second undergraduate Bachelor’s degree at John Jay. | - All Gen Ed requirements are complete except for required prerequisites for your major.  
- Required to earn at least 30 credits in residency, complete your major, & a minimum of 2.0 GPA. |